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 As long as environmental degradation, poverty, 
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• Fairtrade
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How the use of forests and tree planting can be an important 
fight towards the end of climate change  SDG 1, 3 & 13

Topic Responsible Time schedule End; Germany 
time

Start - latest 18:10
Welcoming Dorothy 5 Minutes

Introducing the organisers and opening the seminar Dorothy/ James 10 Minutes

General Information on the topic James 15 Minutes 18:38
Forest and tree planting in the fight towards ending climate
change

Keith 30 Minutes 19:05

How the use of forests and tree planting can be an important 
fight towards the end of climate change  SDG 1, 3 & 13

Aaron 30 Minutes 19:42

Q & A and General discussion Jeremiah/Dorothy/
James

40 Minutes 21:00

Feedback James/Jeremiah 10 Minutes 20:05

Close down Dorothy 5 Minutes 21:10
Time for exchange or video on Topic



• What causes Climate Change

• Why are trees / forests very important

• Main causes of Deforestation

• What needs to be done

Topics

How the use of forests and tree planting can be an 
important fight towards the end of climate change  

SDG 1, 3 & 13



Global Warming

Climate Change

Greenhouse gases Deforestation
Population increaseDestruction of 

marine ecosystems



Carbon dioxide is 
the main gas 
that causes 
global warming. 

Greenhouse gases in the atmosphere trap heat, keeping the earth warm 



Emissions of Greenhouse Gases by Sector



Why are trees / forests very important for us

Photosynthesis: The Most Valuable
Chemical Reaction in the World
Every living organism on earth needs
photosynthesis to receive oxygen

Photosynthesis is defined as a process where green
leaves take in carbon dioxide and water available in
the air and the soil and utilize sunlight to convert
these compounds into their food, which is sugar.
Oxygen, a by-product of the reaction, is
released by the leaves back into the air.



Trees  / forests also improve the environment

Apart from absorbing carbon dioxide  and producing oxygen, 
trees are also important for our environment because;

The leaves of trees can trap various poisonous gases, such as nitrogen 
oxides, ammonia, and sulfur. 

The openings on the surface of leaves help to release water vapor into 
the air and produce a cooling effect. 

Trees reduce flooding risks and prevent soil erosion.
They provide shade to animals, birds, and human beings.
The leaves on the trees also carry out a process called transpiration. 
This results in the release of water molecules in the air and helps in 

maintaining the optimum atmospheric moisture levels
Block cold winter winds



Why are trees and forests important?
our Discover partners in Uganda say:

• To maintain soil fertility
• For food – fruits and nuts
• Animal fodder
• For firewood
• Under trees, even heavy rains soak into the ground. 

The result is less soil erosion and less flooding.
• For shade and microclimate
• As a windbreak
• With agroforestry one has both tree products and 

vegetables
• Reduction in domestic violence

Trees also absorb carbon!!!



Trees are also important for rainfall!

Have you
ever heard
of flying
rivers?



Main Causes of Deforestation  
and Forest Degradation

Infrastructure expansion: 
Road building and urbanization

Agricultural expansion: 
Clear land for crops and 
livestock. Industrial 
agriculture e.g. palm oil 
plantation 

Mining and oil 
exploitation

Wood extraction: 
Wood harvest for 
charcoal and timber

Forest fires

Population growth



What are the threats?
 Commercial agricultural expansion

 Inefficient small-scale farming

 Firewood and charcoal

 Infrastructure development

 Economic development 

 Population growth

 Logging

 Mining

 Covid, the lack of tourists 
and hungry people



Trees / forests over the years



Trees / forests over the years

Source: World Economic Forum

Protecting the trees we have 
There are about 3 trillion trees on Earth, which is only 
half as many as 12,000 years ago, at the start of 
human civilization.

People cut down an estimated 15 billion trees each 
year. A lot of those trees are in tropical forests, but 
deforestation is happening all over the planet.



What can we do?

Makabuli Yusuf has established a forest of 
indigenous trees in eastern Uganda.

This tree is African mahogany. He has
planted 2000 of these trees in his forest as 
a source of seeds.

Yusuf wrote: “A 🌳 is the best blanket for our 
mother 🌎 earth, so by planting one you are 

showing your love ❤ for the earth.” 



2. By practising Agroforestry



What are the benefits of agroforestry?
• The produce from one plot of land is increased.

• The soil is protected from erosion by the roots of the 
trees.

• The soil fertility is enhanced from fallen leaves and from 
the roots of the trees.

• Water is retained in the soil as rainfall is absorbed under 
the trees.

• The shade of the trees prevents rapid evaporation.

• The shade provides a better microclimate for many 
vegetables.

• Even a source of firewood.



How was the Zoom - Event?

Feedback from Participants after the event
23 Participants 

Very good; 73%

good; 9%

Satifactory; 18%



Feedback from Participants after the event
23 Participants 

What impressed you most by the zoom event?
• Event was well organised (73%)
• Main speakers were very good (36%)
• Participants from different areas (36%)
• Open discussion was good (27%)
• Leant a lot from the event (27%)

What suggestions do you have for the organisers for the coming zoom events?
• Organise more of such events (80%)
• Invite more participants from different countries (40%)
• Make the events shorter (40%)
• Allocate more time to the events (20%)


